Abstract-Dynamic data driven simulation based on Particle Filter (PF) has been shown to increase the accuracy of wildfire spread simulation by assimilating real time sensor data into the simulation. An important issue in dynamic data driven simulation is to utilize the sensor data in an efficient and effective manner. In our previous work, all sensor readings are treated as independent from each other; however, when sensors are randomly deployed, measurement data from nearby sensors could be correlated and thus biased observation could be incurred. This paper presents a spatial correlation model to exploit sensor correlations from sensor spatial locations and inter-distance, and integrate it as part of the PF measurement model. Experiment results show that with the information of sensor correlation simulation accuracy is further increased.
Many simulation tools are developed to predict the spread of wildfire [4] [5] [6] [7] . Since it is a very complex process, it is nearly impossible to perfectly model the wildfire behavior; in other words, prediction error is inevitable. Dynamic data driven simulation by assimilating real time sensor data into simulations then becomes a very effective way for improving simulation results. Different methods have been used to assimilate sensor data in wildfire simulations. When modeling the fire transition and measurement distribution as Gaussian, Kalman Filters (KF) are employed [8, 9] . More generally, by recognizing that wildfires have non-linear non-Gaussian behaviors, in previous work we applied Particle Filters (PF) to data assimilation in wildfire spread simulations [10, 11] . The developed method assimilates ground temperature sensor data to estimate the dynamic evolving fire front of a real fire. It uses multiple particles, each of which represents a fire state, to approximate the probability distributions of the real fire front, and dynamically updates particles' weights when new sensor data arrive. With the contribution of PF, simulation error is significantly reduced. More details of this method can be found in [10, 11] .
However, when always considering sensor readings as independent, PF based wildfire data assimilation may produce biased results. In wildfire simulation, the observations are usually a set of sensor readings, e.g., from ground temperature sensors. These sensors are typically randomly deployed in the fire area, with some sensors are spatially close to each other while others are far away from each other. As a result, there exist correlations among the sensors that are close to each other. When some sensor readings are highly correlated but PF considers them as independent, bias is incurred. PF tends to choose particles that have correct fire shapes in the dense sensor area, and when sensors are highly unevenly deployed PF then fails to choose the particles with the lowest global error.
In our previous work, sensor correlation information was not used mainly because our previous weight computation method did not have a working sensor correlation model. In this paper, we set multivariate Gaussian distribution as the measurement distribution, and the sensor correlation is then modeled by the covariance matrix. Further, we estimate this covariance matrix by a sensor inter-distance correlation model. We try to use this method to exploit sensor correlation and counter the bias incurred by unevenly deployed sensors. This work extends our previous work to improve the data assimilation for wildfire spread simulation.
II. RELATED WORK
Dynamic data driven simulation represents a new simulation paradigm where a simulation system is continually influenced by the real time data streams for better analysis and prediction of a system under study. Early concepts of dynamic data driven simulation were studied by Dynamic Data-Driven Application System (DDDAS) [12] . Its nature is similar to a symbiotic simulation forecasting system (SSFS) as defined in [13] , where the simulation system takes measurement data from a physical system to benefit simulation results but does not affect the physical system. Data assimilation has been applied to various areas, such as modeling of atmosphere, climate and ocean [14] [15] [16] .
When sensor deployment density becomes high, sensor records could be highly spatially correlated. To model the sensor correlation, in [17] the physical phenomenon observed by sensors is modeled as a multivariate Gaussian random variable with an independent Gaussian noise on each of the sensor. In PF, an explicit density function of sensor measurement distribution is required. To more easily generate the measurement density, similar to the model in [17] but differently, like many of the KF based methods we model the sensor observation error as a multivariate Gaussian noise.
Given the distance of two entities, there are many correlation models. Berger et al. in [18] point out that the correlation function should decrease with the increase of distance, and the correlation should have a value of "1" when the distance is 0, and a value of "0" when the distance is . They also summarize that there are four families of correlation models: Spherical, Power Exponential, Rational Quadratic and Matern. In wildfire simulation, with the increase of distance from a burning point to a sensor, the temperature observed by the sensor Gaussian-like decreases. Hence, Power Exponential correlation model is the one most fitting the correlation of temperature sensors, so we employ it as the correlation model in our work.
In the research community of wireless sensor network, many research efforts have been done to exploit sensor correlation. In [19] , a correlation based MAC protocol is developed to further minimize the collisions and energy consumption. In [20] and [21] active sensor selection algorithms utilizing sensor correlation are proposed. Similarly, based on sensor correlation, an in-network aggregation algorithm is proposed in [22] , and a link quality estimation algorithm is proposed in [23] .
To the best of our knowledge, no work has been done to exploit sensor spatial correlation in data assimilation of wildfire simulation. However, in the work of [8] , as a KF based data assimilation method, the measurement model uses a multivariate Gaussian function. By specifying the covariance matrix, the observation correlation could be incorporated, but they set it as a diagonal matrix, so the observations are always assumed to be uncorrelated.
III. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Fire Spread Model: DEVS-FIRE
DEVS-FIRE is a cellular automata with each cell modeled by the Rothermel fire behavior model [24] . It is driven by Discrete Event System Specification [25] , providing the ability to simulate large scale wildfire spread and suppression.
A fire state represents the states of all the cells in a wildfire area. A cell could be with a state of unburned, burning or burned. Given a fire state at time t, DEVS-FIRE simulates the afterward fire state at time :
,
where is the DEVS-FIRE wildfire spread model; is the fire state at time t; is the other model inputs at time t, such as GIS data and weather conditions; is the time duration. In Particle Filter based data assimilation for wildfire spread simulation, DEVS-FIRE is used to construct the transition distribution.
B. Data Assimilation in Wildfire Simulation Using Particle
Filters Particle Filter (PF) methods sequentially assimilate evidence in each time step to estimate the posterior distribution of the system state. In our work, a system state includes all the variables of DEVS-FIRE model, such as fire state, wind speed, fuel moisture and other geographical or atmospheric conditions. When some of the conditions are considered as predefined, a system state could be a subset of them. Each particle of PF is a system state where each of its variables is set to certain value. It is like a scenario of the what-if simulation in SSFS. An importance weight is associated with a particle, and a set of particles represents a probability distribution of the system state. The counterpart of the particle set in SSFS is all the what-if simulations under different assumptions.
In our work, PF takes measurement from the physical system that is a real wildfire. Considering certain measurement of the fire as evidence, the goal of PF is to estimate the posterior distribution of the system state. When measurement arrives, PF accordingly updates the posterior distribution by an algorithm in PF. Since the posterior distribution contains all the probability information of the system state, from it a sound estimation of the system state can be obtained. The measurement is temperature data collected from ground sensors deployed in the wildfire area.
PF data assimilation works in an iterative way. Given the particle set at time t, to predict the system state (e.g. fire state) at time t+1, each of the particles at time t replaces itself with a sample of the system state at time t+1 that is drawn from the proposal distribution. When measurement of the real fire at time t+1 arrives, PF update weights for all the particles, where the system transition distribution and measurement distribution are used (the PF algorithm so far is called sequential importance sampling, SIS). After weight updating, a resampling step can be employed to further improve the estimation (it is then called sequential importance sampling with resampling, SISR). During the resampling step, new particles are generated by sampling from the current particles based on their weights. A particle with higher weight is more likely to be chosen. After performing resampling, a set of particles is formed and it replaces the previous set. The particles not in the new set are removed in the later simulation. PF then start over again to predict a later system state. More detail can be found in [10, 11, 26] .
In this work, we define the transition distribution, proposal distribution and measurement distribution as the following.
1) System transition distribution
A fire state is a vector representing all the cell states, and it is part of a system state. A system state could also include other variables like wind speed or wind direction. A system transition model is then described as:
, (2) where , are fire states; and are other model input variables of DEVS-FIRE; is the DEVS-FIRE wildfire spread model;
is the transition function of other variables; is a transition noise of fire state that is often modeled as a graph noise on the fire front; is the transition noise of other variables.
After modeling the noise and , the system transition distribution is derived from (2) . To draw a sample from this distribution one could draw a sample from the distribution of noise, and apply (2) to obtain the sample of the system state.
2) Proposal distribution
When using PF, to update importance weights, one first needs to draw a sample from proposal distribution for each of particles, and then calculate density values of measurement distribution, system transition distribution and proposal distribution for this sample to update its weight. In many cases, the explicit expression of system transition distribution is not known; as a result, its density value for a sample is not able to be derived and the weight updating then cannot be completed. In this situation, to let PF work, a common choice is to set proposal distribution the same as system transition distribution. Only measurement density value is then needed to be calculated.
Since part of our system transition distribution is constructed from DEVS-FIRE model and a graph noise of fire front, its explicit expression is then hard to be developed (if not impossible), so we also set the proposal distribution the same as the system transition distribution.
3) Measurement distribution
Measurement at time t is a temperature vector containing all the readings of temperature sensors deployed in a wildfire area:
, where is the reading of ith sensor and is the number of sensors. The positions of sensors are known after sensors are deployed, so they are considered as predefined.
In simulation, given a fire state, the real temperature at the location of a sensor is calculated as:
where is the ambient temperature; I is the fire intensity of the nearest burning cell; h is the sensor height above ground that is considered as predefined; d is the distance from the sensor to this burning cell. At time step t, a dimension real temperature vector is then formed:
. The measurement of sensors, which is also the measurement of the current system state, is then defined as the real temperature vector with a multivariate Gaussian error:
where is the multivariate Gaussian distribution; is the covariance matrix. The generated observation distribution is then:
.
In (5), set as the sensor readings from the real wildfire , a density value is calculated, and it is an important factor in the PF weight updating algorithm.
In our previous work, sensor readings are considered as independent, i.e.
is a diagonal matrix. However, when sensors are deployed near to each other, they actually could have similar readings, and the correlation of two sensors depends on their distance. As a result, when sensors are densely deployed, many sensors could be largely correlated with others. If (5) still considers them as independent, weights of particles calculated from (5) could be biased, which will in turn harm the estimation of system state. To solve this problem, we employ a spatial correlation model to estimate the sensor correlations.
C. Correlation Model
With the defined measurement distribution as in (5), bias incurred by correlated sensor readings can be countered if there is an appropriate covariance matrix . To complete this task, we firstly model the correlation of two sensors. As classified in [18] , based on distance, there are four types of correlation models, and one of them is the Power Exponential model: (6) where is the distance; are the parameters of this model. Also, from equation (3) it can be seen that an observed sensor temperature Gaussian-like decreases with the increase of distance to a burning cell. Power Exponential correlation model (as in equation (6)) is then the one most similar to this process among the four correlation models in [18] We thus choose the Power Exponential model with and to calculate the correlation between two sensors. However, there is no assumption that this model is the optimal one, although it works in the experiments. It could be replaced by a more advanced model in the future.
With this model as in equation (6), assuming sensors have the same observation variance , we then set the covariance matrix as:
Moreover, to avoid a singular in most of cases, when two different sensors have a calculated correlation of , we change it to .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To examine the effectiveness of the sensor spatial correlation incorporated PF data assimilation of wildfire simulation, we first perform fire state estimation experiments to show how the bias is incurred by the unevenly deployed sensors and how the correlation model helps to counter the bias. We also perform another set of experiments to estimate the wind speed and wind direction to more quantitatively show the difference between the proposed method and the one that always considers sensor readings as independent.
In PF experiments, we employ the identical twin experiment method where a simulation with the correct setting is considered as the "real" fire, and the "real" sensor readings are generated from it. When performing identical twin experiment, the "real" model is fully under control and sensor data can be accurately collected. In all our data assimilation experiments, to generate sensor readings, we first run the "real" fire simulation and record corresponding simulated temperature sensor readings. In the rest of this section, if not explained otherwise, "real fire" is used to indicate the simulation we considered as the real fire; "real sensor data" is used to indicate the sensor readings recorded from the "real fire".
Each PF starts from a simulation with the same erroneous setting and assimilates the real sensor readings to improve its simulation, i.e. to approach the real fire. To more clearly show the incurred bias, each PF in experiments does not apply the resampling step.
A. Estimation of fire state
In this group of experiment, the wildfire area is a rectangle, divided into cells, and each cell is with size of . The geographical information is collected from a real world area with the same size and deployed on each of the cells. The fire is ignited at the middle point of this area.
Wind speed changes with time. In the simulation of the real fire, the wind speed is in the range of 8±2 m/s; in all the simulated fires, the erroneous wind speed is in the range of 6±2 m/s. After 3000 seconds of simulation, the real fire and DEVS-FIRE simulated fire (without data assimilation) become significantly different as shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen, with the erroneous smaller wind speed the simulated fire is much smaller than the real fire. Starting from the results in Figure 1 , we perform data assimilation methods to improve the simulated fire (the black fire line), and their goal is to approach the real fire line (the green fire line).
In our previous work, it is proved that with proper deployed sensors data assimilation using PF remarkably improves the simulation results. However, when sensors are highly unevenly deployed, PF may fail to improve the results. To illustrate this fact, we employ two sensor deployments. This first one is regularly deployed 36 sensors (indicated by Regu36) as shown in Figure 2 , and the second one is randomly deployed 50 sensors in a small rectangle area (indicated by Corr50) as shown in Figure 3 . PF is then used to assimilate the sensor readings from the real fire to DEVS-FIRE fire spread simulation with Regu36 and Corr50, respectively. In both of them, PF assimilate sensor readings from the real fire every 500 seconds. Figure 4(a) shows a typical result of PF with Regu36, where on each side of the fire front there is some error, but it does not have too much overall error. At the same time, Figure 4 (b) displays a typical biased final fire front produced by the PF with Corr50. In Figure 4 (b), although on the right side of the final fire the error is very low, it has a much larger overall error compared with Figure 4(a) . The biased observation of those 50 sensors is the reason of this result. They are capable to let PF choose the particles with small error on the right side, but lose much global information. The PF results using sensor deployment Corr50 (in each of them, the red line is the fire front produced by PF methods, the green line is the real fire front, the black line is the DEVS-FIRE simulated fire front with no data assimilation, gray points are sensors)
When sensor deployment is uneven, our proposed method can still to some extent counter this bias. To prove it, we employ a PF that considers all the sensors as independent (indicated as Independent PF) and the PF with our proposed correlation model (indicated as Correlated PF). We carry out PF data assimilation using a sensor deployment combined from Regu36 and Corr50 as shown in Figure 5 . From previous results, it is known that the sensors in Regu36Corr50 can observe global information, but at the same time the 50 highly correlated sensors also incur strong biased observations. With Regu36Corr50, we run both Independent PF and Correlated PF 30 times. Figure 6 displays the result of one of the executions. Compared with Figure 1 , it is clear that both Correlated PF and Independent PF have better final fire fronts than the result of DEVS-FIRE with no data assimilation. Furthermore, Independent PF is harmed by the bias incurred by those 50 densely deployed sensors. As a result, compared with the fire front of Correlated PF, it has less error on the right side, but has more error nearly at everywhere else. Error of a simulated fire is calculated by counting how many cells of a simulated fire are with different states of the corresponding cells in the real fire, i.e. it is the number of incorrect cells of a simulated fire. For example, when the cell (0, 0) is detected to be burning in the real fire but burned out in a simulated fire, the error counter is increased by 1. We calculated the error of Correlated PF, Independent PF and the simulated fire without data assimilation for all these 30 runs at all the 6 steps, and Figure 7 displays the averaged error for each of them. without data assimilation. Simultaneously, Correlated PF receives smaller errors than Independent PF in all the steps after step 2 since the bias incurred by the highly correlated 50 sensors is countered by the correlation model. It should be noted that Independent PF still has the ability to choose particles with lower errors than the one with no data assimilation, although its choice is with some bias. As a result, the bias on final fire fronts incurred in Independent PF is not very large as shown in Figure 7 that the difference between Independent PF and Correlated PF is much smaller than the one between DEVS-FIRE without data assimilation and Independent PF.
B. Estimation of wind speed and wind direction
To more clearly show how the Correlated PF benefits importance weights of particles, we perform the experiment to estimate the wind speed and wind direction. We assume there is no noise in the system transition distribution, so the values of wind speed and wind direction on each particle do not change during the whole data assimilation process. We employ a sensor deployment as shown in Figure 8 , and carry out experiments of both Independent PF and Correlated PF. In the real fire, wind speed is set as 5 m/s and wind direction is set as 270 degree. Each PF assimilates sensor data in every 1200 seconds, and the whole simulation is 9600 seconds. Also, to rule out the effect of random event, we set the random seed as the same for both Independent PF and Correlated PF.
In each PF, we set the prior wind speed distribution as a uniform distribution from 4.5 m/s to 6.5 m/s, and the prior wind direction distribution as a uniform distribution from 265 degree to 275 degree. At the initial step, to obtain a particle, Independent PF and Correlated PF firstly draw samples from the prior wind speed and the wind direction distribution.
Having obtained 50 particles, they start the PF simulation and assimilate sensor data every 1200 seconds. After updating particle weights, the joint posterior distributions of the wind speed and wind direction are changed in each time step. The corresponding marginal distributions represented by each of the 50 particles at step 5 are shown in Figure 9 , where an importance weight is the probability of the value on a particle. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that the posterior distributions of both the wind speed and wind direction have approached to the real distributions of wind speed (5 m/s) and wind direction (270 degree) after assimilating sensor data. Furthermore, for wind speed, it can be observed that non-zero weight particles of Correlated PF have a range about from 4.8 m/s to 5.2 m/s, and it is significantly smaller than the range of those of Independent PF that is about from 4.5 m/s to 5.4 m/s. Also, those particles in Correlated PF have larger weights than those of Independent PF when they are near the real value (5 m/s). Both the particle ranges and particle weights show that the posterior distribution produced by Correlated PF is closer to the real distribution than the one of Independent PF. Similar patterns were observed for the wind direction estimation results. Correlated PF has a better result than Independent PF because the bias incurred by unevenly deployed sensors is to some extent corrected by using sensor correlation information.
V. CONCLUSION
In PF data assimilation for wildfire simulation, sensor measurement could be highly spatially correlated, and they may in turn incur biased weights of particles and lower the correctness of the estimated distribution of system state. We present a method to exploit the information of sensor correlation to counter this bias. Experiment results demonstrate that after taking the sensor spatial correlation into consideration, the simulation error is further reduced.
Although unevenly deployed sensors could incur bias in many cases, but they do not always harm PF data assimilation. If those highly correlated sensors are far away from a fire, they may always be inactive, and as a result the real readings of those sensors have little difference with the calculated readings in a simulated fire. In this situation, they nearly do not affect the weight updating computation. Moreover, bias could sometimes benefit fire state estimation, if one knows where the fire is, one can deliberately deploy more sensors in certain area Independent PF at Step 5 Correlated PF at Step 5 to let PF pay more attention to this area. A PF with resampling could also to some extent fix the incurred bias in later steps because after the resampling nearly all the particles will become relatively accurate in the area where the highly correlated sensors are deployed, and thus they receive similar contributions from those sensors. Their weights are then largely decided by other sensors in later steps. When the bias is harmful and when to employ techniques to counter the harmful bias need more systematic study in the future.
Over-correlated covariance matrix could also harm the PF data assimilation. If two sensors are actually not correlated but assigned with a large correlation, the calculated weight could become very low when there is a large difference of their readings. Since this low weight is not from the incorrect state of a simulated fire, it will lower the ability of PF for choosing correct particles. How to detect if a correlation model is over correlated calls for further research, and other correlation models and more advanced covariance matrix estimation techniques should be studied and tested.
Although the PF with 50 particles currently works well, when more uncertainty is considered, such as uncertain ignition, fuel moisture, fuel depth and so on, far more particles will be needed to cover the solution space. A large covariance matrix will further burden each of the particles. It then asks for advanced parallel or distributed methods to solve this problem, and this is considered as an important task for our future work.
